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Leadership Doctorates Newsletter reports information relevant to the Thomas Jefferson University 
Strategic Leadership and Complex Systems Leadership programs and communities including personal and 
professional events, accomplishments, new practices, research, opportunities, and suggestions. You are 
encouraged to forward the Newsletter to friends and colleagues to expand awareness and to brand yourself 
as a community member. You are also invited to recommend people or organizations to be added to the 
mailing list. Contact the Editor by emailing Lawrence.Starr@Jefferson.edu. 
 
2020 Reflections 
For many, the year has been terrible: almost two million Covid-19 patients have died 
worldwide including several of our family and friends. Enterprises have not survived – 
directly and indirectly - from the impact of the pandemic. Many among us have lost 
jobs; many more are starting the new year with fewer resources, increased stress, 
and the pandemic shows no signs of abating. 
 
One reason why so many have been harmed is our poor ability to make accurate 
judgments of risk particularly when threat concerns personal power, ideology and 
political beliefs. Evidence and rational argument too often have little impact. Another 
reason is that the context of the challenges facing us is dynamically complex 
(occasionally chaotic), and in these kinds of situations too many in leadership roles 
are not competent to properly formulate problems or make effective decisions about 
what to do. The irony is that these are the topics of our education programs. 
 
The list of 2020 distressing events relevant to our Strategic Leadership and Complex 
Systems Leadership programs is painful. So, despite the context, for this final issue of 
our Newsletter, I focus on the positives.  You may recall Tom Petty (October 20, 1950 
– October 2, 2017) who wrote and sang “I won’t back down.” He meant he would not 
let adverse circumstances shake him to the point where he became ungrounded. This 
message inspired me to recall what we have accomplished and learned working 
together in our amazing and unique doctoral programs over the past year and earlier.  
 
Well I know what's right 
I got just one life 
In a world that keeps on pushin' me around 
But I'll stand my ground 
 
And I won't back down 
(I won't back down) 
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Hey, baby, there ain't no easy way out 
(I won't back down) 
Hey, I will stand my ground 
And I won't back down 
 
Tom Petty, 1988 
 
Here are three DSL/CSL 2020 Good Lists.  I hope you enjoy reading these as much as I 
enjoyed compiling them. 
 
#1 Our Scholarship 
 
  December 21 – With the posting of Fall 2020 grades, Pamela Tull 
completed the requirements for the PhD in Complex Systems Leadership. She is the 
third person to earn the PhD and the only person to earn both the DMgt and PhD 
sequentially as the dual-degree program had been designed.  
 
 
  December 17 – Based on an advanced independent study, Xuejuan 
(Joyce) Zhang published: "Healthcare Regulation and Governance: Big Data Analytics 
and Healthcare Data Protection." Thomas Jefferson University School of Continuing 




  December 1 – The classes of DSL 702 and 706 led by Leslie Dinauer 
held their virtual Fall Applied Research Methods Conference.  
 
 
  November 19 – The class of DSL 709 led by Ana Reyes held a virtual / 
digital immersive conference: Leadership in the Digital Transformation Era: Digital 
Leadership 2030. Every aspect of the conference was experienced through a personal 
digital avatar that each person created and dressed to represent them. The academic 
activities included paper sessions delivered by students. The social activities included 
boat rides, visits with other communities, and group role playing games. 
 
 
       November 10 - Percipient Partners Consultancy 
sponsored a webinar: Managing in Extreme Uncertainty involving Larry M. Starr, John 




     November 6 – Syed Kazmi’s advanced independent 
study paper supervised by D. K. Malhotra of the Jefferson School of Business, 
“Evaluating the Operating Efficiency of Asian Airlines,” was accepted for presentation 
at the International Academy of Business and Public Administration Disciplines 
(IABPAD) Online Winter Conference, January 2-5, 2021. 
 
 
    October 21 – Amna Alalawi completed her DMgt in 
Strategic Leadership supervised by Les Sztandera in her dissertation: "A Systematic 
Approach to Big Data Analysis in Cataract Patients in Telangana State, India.” Thomas 
Jefferson University School of Continuing and Professional Studies Theses & 
Dissertations. 12. Available at: https://jdc.jefferson.edu/diss_masters/12  
 
 
  October 7 – Larry M. Starr published: "Leadership, Contexts, and 
Learning - Part 2. Theories of Learning, Channels, and Curricula.” Thomas Jefferson 
University School of Continuing and Professional Studies Faculty Papers. Paper 7. 
Available at: https://jdc.jefferson.edu/jscpsfp/7  
 
 
  September 24 - Percipient Partners Consultancy sponsored a webinar: 
Using Visual Maps to Understand Systems involving Larry M. Starr, David Sibbet the 




    August 20 – Jim Plummer completed his DMgt in Strategic 
Leadership. His dissertation was supervised by Larry M. Starr and is entitled, “Does 
Telehealth/Telemedicine have the potential to Provide Mental Health Care to 
Veterans?”   
 
 
    August 12 – Based on an advanced independent study, 
Xuejuan (Joyce) Zhang coauthored a paper with Boris Vishnevsky: "Big Data 
Analytics Applied to Healthcare.” Thomas Jefferson University School of Continuing 




           July 30 – Percipient Partners 
Consultancy sponsored a webinar: Applying the Cynefin Framework involving Larry M. 





    July 16 – Percipient Partners Consultancy sponsored a 
webinar: Interacting with Complexity: Leadership in a Global Pandemic involving 




  July 2 – Larry Hirschhorn published: "Calculating Life and Death in a 
Time of Covid.” Thomas Jefferson University School of Continuing and Professional 
Studies Coronavirus Papers. Paper 9. Available at: 
https://jdc.jefferson.edu/jscpscp/9.   
 
 
  June 15 – Steve Freeman received the inaugural Strategic 
Leadership Award for Outstanding Dedication to Doctoral Education for his teaching 
and mentoring. The award recognizes outstanding contribution in doctoral level 
teaching along the following dimensions: 1. innovative teaching curriculum; 2. 
commitment to systems thinking in the area of strategic leadership; 3. standards of 
both practical application and scholastic rigor; and 4. alignment with Jefferson’s 
mission and strategic vision, i.e., to cultivate a dynamic academic community; curate 
personalized professional growth for each student; teach to fields of tomorrow; and 
create an outward-looking academic system. 
 
 
    June 6 – Doctorate Coach Tom Guggino was pleased to 





                  
      June 2 – Based on a DSL 712 course project supervised 
by John Pourdehnad, the following was published by Carol Haines, Jerin Juby, 
Sung-Won Paek, Anne McCafferty, Jennifer Gramata, Jay Combs-Harris, and 
Andrew Braverman: "Hospital Readmissions: Mess Formulation.” Thomas Jefferson 
University School of Continuing and Professional Studies Presentations. Paper 4. 
Available at: https://jdc.jefferson.edu/jscpslectures/4/.  
 
 
         June 1 – Based on a 
DSL 712 course project supervised by John Pourdehnad, the following was published 
by Bibi Khan, Michael Jones, Hamid Bertal and Regina Tendayi: "Case Study: Horse 
Drawn Carriages in Philadelphia.” Thomas Jefferson University School of Continuing 




  June 1 – Larry M. Starr published: "Leadership, Contexts, and Learning 
- Part 1. Leadership Definitions and Themes.” Thomas Jefferson University School of 




    May 20 – Joy Azikiwe completed the requirements for 
the DMgt in Strategic Leadership supervised for her dissertation by Rosa Colon-
Kolacko: "Faculty Management: An Examination of the Dual Role of Faculty as 
Managers in Higher Education.” Thomas Jefferson University School of Continuing and 




    May 20 – Scott Koerwer and Harry McCloskey completed 
the requirements for and earned the PhD in Complex Systems Leadership. They 
became the first two graduates of this program. 
 
 
  April 28 – Larry Hirschhorn published: "No double trouble: How to 
reopen the economy.” Thomas Jefferson University School of Continuing and 




  April 27 – Larry M. Starr published: "Our Multi-Pandemic.” Thomas 
Jefferson University School of Continuing and Professional Studies Coronavirus 
Papers. Paper 7. Available here: https://jdc.jefferson.edu/jscpscp/7  
 
 
  April 10 – Steven F. Freeman published: "A Crisis is a Terrible Thing to 
Waste: Recovering a Sense of Agency in Coronavirus Times.” Thomas Jefferson 




    April 8 – Sung-Won Paek and Larry M. Starr published: 
"Systems View of Coronavirus.” Thomas Jefferson University School of Continuing and 




    March 31 – Larry M. Starr and Darshi Mody published: 
"Our Invisible Enemy.” Thomas Jefferson University School of Continuing and 




        March 27 – John Pourdehnad, 
Larry M. Starr, Scott Koerwer and Harry McCloskey published an Editorial Opinion in 
The Korean Times (Seoul, SK): “Disruptive effects of virus - errors of commission and 




  March 25 – Larry Hirschhorn published: "Pandemic lockdown must fail: 
Save lives without crippling the economy.” Thomas Jefferson University School of 




        March 25 - John Pourdehnad, 
Larry M. Starr, Scott Koerwer and Harry McCloskey published: "Disruptive Effects of 
the Coronavirus – Errors of Commission and of Omission?" Thomas Jefferson University 




        March 25 - John Pourdehnad, 
Larry M. Starr, Scott Koerwer and Harry McCloskey published: "Our Wicked 
Problem.” Thomas Jefferson University School of Continuing and Professional Studies 
Coronavirus Papers. Paper 1. Available at: https://jdc.jefferson.edu/jscpscp/1 
 
 
        March 23 - John Pourdehnad, 
Larry M. Starr, Scott Koerwer and Harry McCloskey published an Editorial Opinion in 
The Korean Times (Seoul, SK): “Disruptive effects of virus - errors of commission and 




  January 19 – Larry Hirschhorn published: “Edward Gallagher, the Navy 






   
 









#2 Dissertations in Progress 
  Joel Adler Supervising: 
 
  Tina Wiltsee - Complex Adaptive Systems and the Challenges of 
Serving New Jersey’s Adult Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD) 
Population 
 




  Andrew Braverman - Systems Engineer Sales 
 
 
  Jean-Marc Choukroun Supervising: 
 
 
  Paul Raison, Jr. - Strategic Social Capitalistic Business Model 
 
 
  Rosa Colon-Kolacko Supervising: 
 
 
  Odell Jones - Identifying Emerging Leaders Within the 
Administration of Private Colleges and Universities 
 
  Jay Combs-Harris - Importance of OD and Change Leadership in 
the Successful Implementation of Business Transformations 
 
 
      Sagar Sharma - Can Artificial Intelligence (AI) Bridge the 
Gender Diversity Gap in Engineering Roles in the Digital Technology (DT) Industry? 
 
 
  Syd Havely Supervising: 
 
 




  Myles Bassell - Factors Slowing the Adoption Rate of Online 
Teaching at a Large Urban College: Analysis of Attitudes and Perceptions of 
Faculty and Students 
 
 
  John Pourdehnad Supervising: 
 
 
  Eugene de Klerk – Meta-modern Strategy:  An Exploration of 
Strategic Foresight in Complex Adaptive Social Systems 
 
 
  John Ervin - The Industrial Hemp Industry 
  
 
  Raul Virella - Community Policing 
 
 
  Paula Smith-Benson - Service Over Self: An Exploration of The 




  Hamid Bertal - Community Redesign 
 
 
  Larry M. Starr Supervising: 
 
 
  Derek Hunsberger (Steve Freeman) - Athletic Leadership Strategy 
 
 
  David Williams - Impact of Income-based Repayment on the 
Student Loan Default Crisis 
 
 
  Valerie Andrews (Steve Freeman) – Designing an Ideal Program 
to Navigate Occupational Stress for Philadelphia Pastors 
  
 




  Robyn Chin (Steve Freeman) - Stakeholder Connectivity and 
Social Impact in the Nonprofit Sector 
 
  Dominick Volini Supervising: 
 
 
  Mike Molta (Steve Freeman) - HCAHPS scores: Analysis of 
Efficacy and Relevance 
 
 
  Teresa Wolfgang (Rosa Colon-Kolacko) – Ideal Leadership 







#3 Completing Coursework/Entering Pre-Dissertation 
 
  Syed Kazmi           Mark Pisacane 
 
 
  Joyce Zhang        Anne McCafferty 
 
 
  Mike Jones           Jerin Juby 
 
 
 Jen Gramata         Beverly Gray 
 
 
  Sung-Won Paek        Bibi Khan 
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